Outdoor Assembly Areas and Situation Reporting Zones

Parking Lots
One-way Traffic
Limited Access

September 2018
www.facilities.calpoly.edu

To
Poly Canyon

From HWY 1

Take Mt Bishop for:
Lot H-1
Dairy # 18
Poultry # 150
Surplus # 50L
Crop Unit # 17
Rose Float # 50K
Beef Cattle E C # 155
Organic Farm # 137
Animal Nutrition # 154
Corp. Warehouse # 82

Dairy # 18
Rodeo # 77
Surplus # 50L
Veterinary # 57
Crops Unit # 17
Rose Float # 50K
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From US 101
California Exit

Visitor Information 134

From US 101
Cal Poly Exit
Evacuation Points

LEGEND
These buildings evacuate here
Evacuation point
Buildings with Emergency Evacuation Chairs

An evacuation chair used to move people with a disability or injury down stairways quickly and safely during an emergency.

Parking Lots
One-way Traffic
Limited Access

Visitor Information 134
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